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Be Social Media

One of the best ways to connect and grow your network is through social media. 

BE recognizes that Independent Brand Promoters  (IBPs) will be using social 

media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and more to 

connect with prospects and share the BE Opportunity. 

To guarantee you optimize your social media efforts and adhere to BE's Policies 

and Procedures and Social Media guidelines, we urge you to review this guide and 

share it with your team. This guide aims to assist IBPs when communicating the 

excitement and potential of the BE Opportunity via social media. This guide is cor-

related with the existing rules that apply to direct marketing business practices.

All IBP-published content on social media platforms with mentions of BE, 
are closely monitored to ensure an accurate representation of the BE Op-
portunity and Services. Failure to follow and adhere to the Social Media 
Policy could result in disciplinary action or suspension.
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Representing yourself and BE on social media

When posting and sharing content related to BE, it's mandatory that you always 
identify yourself as a BE Independent Brand Promoter (IBP). 

BE’s Official Social Media Accounts 

Follow us on all social media content for exclusive content

� https://www.facebook.com/wearebeofficial

� https://www.instagram.com/wearebeofficial

� https://www.youtube.com/BEcorporate

� https://twitter.com/_beofficial
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https://www.youtube.com/BEcorporate
https://twitter.com/_beofficial
https://www.instagram.com/wearebeofficial_/
https://facebook.com/wearebeofficial_


Reputation

Social media plays a key role to sustaining the global reputation of BE, as well as 

your own. By simply following the guidelines on best practices and avoiding 

hard-selling messages, you are showing the world that BE is a reputable and 

trust-worthy global company.

It's important to be accurate and truthful at all times. Misrepresenting or making 

false claims is both misleading, and at times illegal, and can jeopardize an IBP’s 

reputation and business

Here’s how you can help protect the brand: protect your home. 

DO’S

DONT’S
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� Do not comment on any negative 
con-tent online such as a review or blog. 
The search engines scan the comments 
as a signal to make that blog or review 
more relevant, so they rank it higher. We 
under-stand it’s tempting to narrate your 
side of the story, but this will only drive 
the con-tent up in search engines.

� Do not share negative BE content on 
social media

� Do not link to the negative items as 
this only gives them authority.

� Do not click on negative search 
results .
� Don't create your own social media 
presenting yourself as the official BE

� Don't use the BE corporate logo with-
out approval from the Corporate

� Stay active on all BE's social accounts. 
Engage via likes, comments, and by shar-
ing BE's posts! While you're at it, don't 
forget to tag your friends too

� Use the official BE hashtags when 
talking about BE on your personal ac-
counts (#BEMore #BEReviews #BEOp-
portunity)..

� Create your own blog/website sharing 
your journey, opinions, and experiences 
with BE. Some possible blog topics could 
include:

• Here's why I started with BE

• Here’s how BE helped me fulfill my WHY

• BE Product Reviews: Here's how BE is

changing lives through its ecosystem’

• BE Testimonial: How my life has been

changed with BE
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� Comment on and share BE's official 
content and blogs.ÔÅ°

� Leave positive reviews about BE on 
credible review sites, and encourage your 
customers and team to do the same.

� Use the BE Independent Brand Pro-
moter logo



Creating social media accounts

BE does not allow the use of its trademarks or trade names in social media; there-

fore, when creating social media accounts for business use, you must use your full 

name or business name (team name). 

No online material should give the impression of representing BE the company, 

rather than a BE IBP. This includes using BE as the title for any page within any 

online site, especially the profile. 
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Note: You can get penalized for disobeying compliance. 

Using BE branded logos, images, and content

When prospecting for customers and promoting the BE Opportunity, using the 

official BE logos or any other product images on social media is strictly forbidden 

without prior permission from the BE Corporate team. While you are encouraged 

to share photos and other content that official BE social media accounts have 

posted on your own profiles, these cannot be utilized as a “profile picture”.

Any content that you create must not include any of BE's proprietary information, 

such as logos, trademarks, names, etc. We recommend for you to have a profes-

sional photograph of yourself as your profile picture. It is vital for people to see you 

in a professional context and connect a face with the profile. 

Business and product claims

Any business and product claims you make must be accurate and verified. It is 

recommended that you only share business and product information that has 

been shared or provided by BE on social media. You should never make any spe-

cific product, service, plan, theoretical, or financial earning claims on your social 

media profiles.

Online material that you post must not contain any product, service, or compen-

sation-related information, unless shared directly from the official BE page. Text 

downloaded from BE websites, BE social media pages, or taken from printed BE 

marketing materials must be used exactly as printed or written. BE strictly forbids 

and will not authorize marketing materials that do not adhere to BE's policy on 

use of logos, names, trademarks and proprietary information. 

� Have I followed BE on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram?

� Have I disclosed my affiliation with BE?

� Am I transparent, genuine, truthful, ethical, and accurate at all times?

� Am I treating people with courtesy and respect?

� Am I communicating a positive message interestingly and truthfully?

� Have questions? When in doubt, get in touch with our compliance
team via compliance@befactor.com

Final checklist for new social media users
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